
Voicst, Whatever you want from life
Whatever I want from life
So much is covered with you
So I'm checking with force
Why I couldn't move to
Yeah yeah whatever is rushing me
Making sense what I try to prove
Don't give me average life
I'll give you vague moods
I've got a thought in my pocket
And it's pointing at you
Strange situations that we get into
Live your life as a shock
Leave a sign and then leave
Strange motivation that I really need
And now the thought from the pocket
To the tip of tongue
Won't move
I just compress it and go on
Whatever I want from life
Today there's so much to feel
Between the average thoughts
I'm getting real deal
Yeah yeah whatever you want from me
We could just check it with two
Don't give me average life
I want the vague moods
I've got a thought in my pocket
And it's pointing at you
Strange situations that we get into
Live your life as a shock
Leave a sign and then leave
Strange motivation that I really need
And now the thought from the pocket
To the tip of tongue
Won't move
I just compress it and go on
Today was so much of nothing
I was running the town
Checking all of the junkies
And the hookers and doubt
But it gave me a view
On the thing that we have
I am not very far
But I'm willing to check
The guy was crying out loud
I couldn't help it and stared
All the cleaners in town
Had no respect in their heads
But it gave me a view
On the thing that we have
I am not very far
But well
Whatever you want from life
Today there's so much to feel
Between the average thoughts
Let's go real deal
Yeah yeah whatever is rushing me
Making sense what I prove
Don't give me average life
I'll give you vague moods
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